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Types of Reinforcers

Reinforcement Strategies 
 

Since all people are motivated by positive reinforcement, using 
rewards or reinforcement strategies is a key element for teaching 
students with autism. Most typically developing students are reinforced

through task completion and teacher praise, but students with autism are 
typically reinforced through these internal methods.  They require external 
motivation to maximize their learning and increase adaptive behaviors. 
Therefore school personnel must identify appropriate reinforcers and use
them effectively throughout the school day. Remember, high quality 
reinforcement increases and maintains desired adaptive be
s

 
 

Edibles 
Tangibles 

Social Praise 
Activities 

Caution: Edibles should seldom be used, and then only while other 
reinforcers are developed. 

 
Guidelines for Selecting Reinforcers 
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Selecting reinforcers for students with autism is a continuous process which
changes throughout the school year. Not all students are motivated by t
same items. Selecting appropriate high-quality

• observing the student in the classro
• completing a reinforcement survey 
•
 

The reinforcement interests of some students may be readily apparent.  
Reinforcing other students require investigation. Some students may have 
little experience playing with certain toys and games and therefore must be 
taught to enjoy specifi
using reinforcement: 

• Reinforcers are contingent upon the student’s behavior. The student i
only reinforced afte
desired behavior. 

• Use a variety of reinforcers to avoid satiation. Each student should 
have a variety of reinforcers that are rotated frequently. If the same 
reinforc
agent. 

• Use age-appropriate reinforcers based on the chronological age,
on the developmental age. This makes finding reinforcers more 



  

 

be functional and independent and viewed in a positive manner by 
peers. 

• Don’t allow free access to strong reinforcers.  
• Select reinforcers which can be readily removed from the student’s 

environment and easily manipulated by the staff. 
• Pair high-quality reinforcers with praise to further develop more natural 

reinforcement. The goal of reinforcement is to eventually fade concrete 
rewards to natural rewards (e.g. a sense of pride, payment for a job 
well done, etc.) and social interaction with an adult or peer.  

 
Key Concept: Avoid Bribery 
Reinforcement depends on the student’s completion of a task or of his 
exhibiting a desired behavior. Therefore reinforcement is NEVER to be used 
as bribery. For example, reinforcement would not be provided to a student in 
the middle of a tantrum.  Nor would a student receive a high-quality reinforcer 
to entice him into working. Bribery teaches the student that he does not have 
to comply in order to achieve the desired outcome. 
 
Reinforcement Schedules 
Reinforcement is provided to the student after the student has met the 
predetermined criteria for a task or has exhibited a targeted or desirable 
behavior. The rate of reinforcement will be determined based on the task and 
the individual skills of the student. A reinforcement schedule will assist the 
staff in determining the appropriate timing for reinforcement. There are 
several options for reinforcement:  
• Continuous and immediate 
• Intermittent 
• Delayed 
• Provided within the natural setting 
 
When first teaching a new skill or desired behavior, reinforcement should be 
immediate and continuous. This immediate and continuous reinforcement will 
develop repetition of the desired behavior. As the student progresses with a 
newly acquired skill or behavior, the reinforcement schedule will be thinned 
and become more intermittent. An intermittent schedule is like a slot machine: 
The student may receive the pay-off at different intervals, but the student 
does not know when those pay-offs will occur. Delayed reinforcement is used 
in a token economy system (see below) where the tokens are earned and can 
be exchanged for the reinforcement at a later time. Delayed reinforcement 
should be systematically scheduled to increase the desired behavior. 
Inconsistencies with delayed reinforcement increase student frustration and 
trigger problem behaviors. Again, the goal of reinforcement is to help the 
student become naturally self-motivated. 
 
Back to School Idea: Reinforcement Hierarchy 
Include a written list of the top ten student reinforcement items as part of the 
student profile. Simply brainstorm all of the reinforcement items from your 



  

 

observation and assessment. List them in order from most powerful to least 
powerful for increasing or maintaining the desired behaviors. Review the list 
once or twice a month to make additions and deletions.  

 
Reinforcement  Hierarchy 

 
Student Name: _______________________________  Date: 
__________________ 
 
 
 
List of reinforcement from most preferred to least preferred: 
 
Projects: Art, puzzles   Media: Video 
Praise     Sports/playground 
Edibles     Special Rules: Line-up 1st  
Games: Chase    Small Toys 
Chores in Class   Computer 
Favored People 
 
 

A-List 
1. ___________________________________________________________ 
2. ___________________________________________________________ 
3. ___________________________________________________________ 
4. ___________________________________________________________ 
 

B-List 
1. ___________________________________________________________ 
2. ___________________________________________________________ 
3. ___________________________________________________________ 
4. ___________________________________________________________ 
 

C-List 
1. ___________________________________________________________ 
2. ___________________________________________________________ 
3. ___________________________________________________________ 
4. ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Token Economies 
Token economies are one of the most-used behavior management techniques 
for reinforcement. A token economy uses stickers, coins, points and the like to 
reward a student who demonstrates the desired replacement behavior. The 
token is used as visual evidence to the student that he or she has achieved a 
desired behavior.  
 
Token economies are flexible and easy to implement across settings.  



  

 

 
1. Identify an appropriate sturdy token board. 
2. Identify appropriate tokens such as coins, stars, chips, or stickers. An 

appropriate token can be very rewarding in itself.  Place Velcro on the 
back of each token. 

3. Determine the reinforcement to be exchanged for the tokens. Begin the 
token economy process with the student earning as few tokens as 
possible.  

4. Be consistent in exchanging the tokens for the reinforcement.  
5. Gradually increase the number of tokens needed for exchange.  

Token economies provide an easy to use system for reinforcing desired 
behaviors while teaching an alternative behavior which meets the desired 
function for the student.  

 

 
 
Back to School Idea: Token Economy Puzzles 
Another way to create a token economy is to create a picture of the high-
quality reinforcer that motivates the student. For example, if a student enjoys 
working on the computer, take a picture of the computer, laminate the picture, 
and cut it into several pieces. The number of pieces into which the picture is 
cut is based on how long the student is able to maintain the desired behavior.  
 
After the picture has been divided, put small pieces of Velcro on the back of 
each piece and secure it to a piece of cardboard. At this time the student is 
taught that he must earn the pieces of the puzzle in order to receive 
reinforcement. The completed picture of the computer is a visual cue to the 
student of his success and reward.  
 
Differential Reinforcement  
Differential reinforcement of adaptive behaviors is an active behavior 
management strategy that focuses on catching the student being good. High-
quality reinforcement is provided to the student for avoidance of the problem 
behavior.  
 



  

 

The staff is trained to reinforce the student when the target behavior is not 
being displayed.  All staff must continuously observe the classroom and ask 
themselves: “What behaviors can I immediately reinforce for this student?” 
Although differential reinforcement does not involve teaching a replacement 
skill, it does focus on a positive approach to problem behaviors. 
 
Back to School Idea: Reinforcement Challenge 
Providing reinforcement may not be a natural act for all staff members in the 
classroom. It may be helpful to create a classroom staff challenge to increase 
the amount of reinforcement provided by each team member. Keep a running 
tally of every reinforcement a staff person provides to a student. A simple 
piece of masking tape placed on some clothing can be used as the tally 
sheet.   Have each staff member keep track of the amount of reinforcement 
they provide in one day. Award a special prize to the winner and challenge 
them all to improve the following day. 
 

Lori Ernsperger, PhD 
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